ARCHITECTURE & LANDSCAPE
FOR A SUSTAINABLE 21ST CENTURY
BUILT FROM THE 20TH CENTURY HERITAGE

ONLINE SUMMER SCHOOL 4th-12th JULY 2022

BUILDING YOUR FUTURE!

ARCHI LILLO
EXCELLENCE 2022

A strong scientific training in line with top-tier research centres & leading specialists in the architecture & landscape of the 20th century.

The strategic, most dynamic area in North-West Europe at the heart of a high-performance academic & economic hub that makes innovation a priority.

A door-opening peri-doctoral programme giving access to the French research community & making connections internationally.

A young region always on the move – lively, easy-living, with a rich history & heritage, centre of arts & cultures.

Forward-looking higher education institutions with high-standard on-campus accommodation & welcome services, great facilities & vibrant hall life.

LEARNING, DISCOVERING & NETWORKING INTO RESEARCH IN FRANCE

PROGRAMME
LACTH (ENSAAP) & International Academy
→ 40 hours taught in English
→ Top scientific lectures & seminars, meetings with leading researchers in the fields of architecture, history of architecture & landscape
→ Introduction to research through a supervised project
→ Peek into the French language & culture
→ Certificate of Completion & 3 ECTS credits
→ Perspective to integrate a PhD or postdoc in France


APPLICATION
Admission Criteria
→ Excellent academic results and in-depth knowledge in architecture & landscape architecture
→ Advanced English
Application
Application deadline: May 31st, 2022.
Maximum number of participants: 20

PROGRAMME FEES
For Master & PhD students
→ Early Bird fee (apply: sent by March 31st): 250€
→ ENSAAP student fee: 250€
→ Standard fee (apply: sent after March 31st): 450€
Professionals welcome
→ Standard fee: 650€

CONTACT & APPLICATION
archi@international-academy.fr
www.international-academy.fr/archi

LACTH: Design, History, Territory & Materiality Laboratory
ENSAAP: National School of Architecture & Landscape Architecture of Lille

POTENTIAL SCHOLARSHIPS